The organisation of fruiting body formation in Dictyostelium minutum.
The process of culmination was investigated in three strains of the species Dictyostelium minutum. After aggregates have been formed a pulsatile signalling mechanism arises; the centre of signal emission becomes the apex of the developing fruiting structure. In the late aggregate, all cells differentiate into prespore cells. Cells that have reached the apex of the culminating cells mass redifferentiate into stalk cells. In two of the three D. minutum strains, interruption of regular stalk formation, more or less random formation of stalk cells and the synthesis of stalk supporting material from cell debris often takes place. The formation of multiple apices on aggregates and early fruiting structures is characteristic for these two strains. Within the species D. minutum, the exhibition of a marked pulsatile signalling mechanism is correlated with a capacity to form a regularly shaped stalk and to organize relatively large cell masses. The possible function of pulsatile signalling in the culmination process is discussed.